is a popular application in Chinese railway today. In this paper, the discrete-point sampling model is further developed to locate potential fault regions in the photos taken by the TFDS. The discrete-point sampling model not only contains the image's region boundary information and region information, but also reflects the transition from region to boundary. The most salient component's contours in samples are drawn by hand and recorded as data templates used for matching in test images. Experimental results show that by components' classification, the method based on this model can classify different types of freight cars' parts universally and locate the potential fault regions more accurately and quickly than regional gray matching or edge matching. The results of anti-noise testing in laboratory and more than two years daily operation at several inspecting stations show that our method has a strong ability to survive with nonlinear deformations, and has a good extensibility to be used with different parts, which meet application demands for the full-automatic inspection system.
I. INTRODUCTION
Every day in China, thousands and tens of thousands of freight trains are running on more than 90,000 kilometers railway. The trouble of freight car detection system [1] - [2] （ TFDS, official name ） is a popular application demanded by the Chinese department of railway now. A TFDS takes 53 photos each freight car with five cameras from sides and bottom as showed in Fig. 1 , which means each freight train may have 2,000-3,000 photos according to the number of its boxcars. Four experienced workers will look into all these photos and make judgments whether there are troubles or not in 10 minutes. Our goal is using computer to do the same job with the same accuracy and same speed as those experienced workers do, and change the human-control model to the computer combining with human-control model until the final realization of the complete computer-control model.
The key problem in TFDS is how to classify components and locate potential fault regions as quickly as possible. Since China's railway system has been developing rapidly, different kinds of freight cars are running at the same time with a variety of components. Both new and old components, even with the same function, may be designed in different years with several types. Different types of components may have different fault regions in different quantities. The computer fault detection algorithm should first automatically identify the component's type in the freight car, then locate potential fault regions, and detect if there is fault or not in these potential fault regions.
The challenge also comes from the difficulty of components modeling. In TFDS, the status of freight car and photography conditions vary significantly at different inspecting stations such as illumination changes, different weather conditions, varying speed and camera vibration, etc. As a result, the photos of one component type may be quite different in details despite overall similarity. It is impossible to gain identical photos. In this case, if the common regional threshold segmentation or edge extraction algorithms are adopted, irregular and random changes will occur in the regions or edges. So it is very difficult to establish a unified mathematical model representing this type of component. Before knowing about TFDS, the railway workers who look over those photos have already been checking out and repairing the faults in freight cars for more than five years. They are quite familiar with those regions with potential faults in various types of components, and they can classify the type of components and locate the region with potential faults as soon as they see the photo. In order to ensure the computer to reach the same detecting ability, many methods have been tried, including line matching [3] , edge matching [4] , corner point matching [5] , SIFT [6] and its variant features [7] matching. However, the classification capacity, locating time and accuracy of these methods are no match for those experienced railway workers. This situation has not been changed until a method based on the discrete-point sampling model [8] - [9] (DPSM) is developed. This model takes advantage of both methods based on object region and boundary, obtaining the boundary information from a yin discretepoint sampling map and regional information from a yang discrete-point sampling map. Yin and yang sampling maps reflect the transitional features from object region to object boundary in the image. Summarized from a large number of images, the transitional features are combined for component structure modeling and component type classification. Better results have been achieved in classifying the component types and locating potential fault regions. Currently, this model has been successfully applied in several freight car stations with TFDS.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the developed discrete-point sampling model. Section 3 presents how the discrete-point sampling model be used to locate the potential fault regions in a TFDS. In Section IV, we describe and discuss the results of our experiments. Section V offers our conclusion.
II. THEORY

A. Discrete-point Sampling
The visual basis for application of the discrete-point is primarily established upon the spatial characteristics of vision, including the cumulative effect in space and the limitation of visual acuity [10] . Visual acuity of human eyes has a certain limit. For instance, based on the optical diffraction principle, a single light spot in a scene will no longer be a single spot when focused on the retina, but a pattern composed of a central bright disk and a series of surrounding dark and bright rings. The width of a fine line on the retina is always larger than 0.0087rad, no matter how fine the original test line is. Under the best light conditions, the best eyes of human beings can only distinguish grids composed of lines with width corresponding to 0.0097-0.011rad on the retina. Considering all these visual features, the major structural information in an image can be conveyed by a series of discrete-point in the image. Human brain can easily combine these discrete points and obtain meaningful information. Different amounts of discrete-point can convey different quantities of information and present the details of the image at different levels, which can be seen clearly in Fig. 2 . It can be seen that as the sampling radius increases, the detailed information of the image is gradually decreasing, but it is still quite easy for human eyes to locate the wheel. If the current task is wheel locating, Fig. 3 (d) with r=3 can provide sufficient information with 25674 yin pixels, which account for only 2% of the total number of pixels in the original image. Fig. 3 gives the relationship among sampling radius, sampling points and sampling time in Fig.2 . As shown in the figure, when sampling radius increases from 1 to 2, the number of sampling points reduces by 75.2%, and sampling time shortens by 80.3%. Taking into account the convenience of grouping, we use r=2 as default sampling radius in our applications.
B. Sampling Model
In this paper, we define yin points are pixels located in the region with uneven brightness, while yang points are pixels located in the region with even brightness. This involves how we perceive brightness contrasts. Our sampling model based on the perception of brightness contrast takes the following two factors into account:
1) The human visual system mainly perceives the changes of brightness rather than brightness itself. The psychological brightness of a surface is generally determined by the relationship between the brightness of itself and its surroundings. The sampling model should contain such relationship.
2) There are certain limits for human eyes to perceive the change of brightness. Firstly, the brightness difference between two images must be no less than △B min , which is the minimum brightness difference perceivable for human eyes. And however the ambient brightness B changes, the ratio △B min /B remains the same and equals to a constant. This constant should be regarded as a threshold in the sampling model to tell whether the discrete point is in a region with even brightness or not.
The second factor is based on the Weber-Fechner Law [11] . The minimum brightness difference perceivable for human eyes ξ＝△B min /B, is called contrast sensitivity threshold or Weber-Fechner Ratio. Generally, for human eyes, ξ＝0.005～0.02. In case of extremely high or low brightness, ξ can rise up to 0.05. When watching TV, ξ may be larger due to the effects of stray lights. All these can be taken as a reference for the value selection of ξ in the sampling model.
Comprehensively considering the above two factors, a sampling model for discrete points is further developed in this paper, as shown in Fig. 4 . In this model, C r and C R represent the inner circle and outer circle of concentric circles, and their radiuses are r and R respectively. R≥r+1. C R-r is a concentric ring. pi is the No. i pixel in C r , and gi is the brightness value of p i . p j is the No. j pixel in C R-r , and g j is the brightness value of p j . r is chosen as the sampling radius for discrete-point, which means the distance between each sampling point and its 4-neighborhood sampling points is r. The values of r and R are related to the type and size of the object to be detected.
According to the Weber-Fechner Law, the difference between mean brightness of ring region C R-r and mean brightness of inner circular region C r is the brightness difference in the neighborhood of the center point. This brightness difference divided by the mean brightness of inner circular region C r is U(p k ), the relative brightness uniformity in the neighborhood of p k . So the sampling operator for p k is developed as follows:
Next, Weber-Fechner Ratio ξ is introduced as a threshold to evaluate the brightness uniformity of p k 's neighborhood, Sampling operator for yin discrete-point:
In applications, the sampling map (yin or yang), sampling radius r and the threshold ξ should be appropriately selected according to the type and size of objects to be detected, and noise level in the image. If the object is a plane, yang sampling map should be choose and Formula (1), (3) should be used for sampling the original image. If the object is a line or a point, yin sampling map should be choose and Formula (1), (2) should be used for sampling the original image. Sampling radius r should be determined by the size of objects. Generally speaking, the larger the size of object to be detected is, the larger the sampling radius is, and the common value of r is 2 in our applications. The threshold ξ to evaluate the brightness uniformity in the neighborhood is affected by the overall noise level of the image. Higher noise level requires larger ξ to restrain noise interference; otherwise, the value of ξ can be smaller, and the common value of ξ is 0.05 in our applications. In practice, there is no need to select the optimal Weber-Fechner Ratio ξ for the human eyes. If the entire photo is too dark to identify the details, ξ can be decreased to increase detailed information, which is contrary to physiological property of human eyes. If the photo has too many details and contains a lot of noise, ξ can be increased to reduce unnecessary information.
III. APPLICATION
Based on the DPSM, a new technique is invented to automatically classify the components of freight cars and locate the regions with potential faults. This technique is efficient, accurate, simple and general. This technique can judge the structural type of the component in the image and locate the regions with potential faults in 200~300 ms. Meanwhile, it is applicable to all parts of the freight car, which lays a solid foundation for the further research on automatic fault detection of freight cars. The procedures of this technique are as follows:
Step 1: Select learning samples for all types of components in a certain part of freight cars, and at least one learning sample for each type of component.
Step 2: After careful observation of the yin sampling maps and yang sampling maps from learning samples, some components in these learning samples are selected and their contours are drawn up by hand in their sampling maps. At least one component's contours should be drawn up for each learning sample. The contours are not necessarily continuous or closed. The standard for drawing up the contours of the component is to clearly distinguish the current learning sample from other Step 3: Store the information about the hand-drawn contours of all components from all learning samples within the same part of freight car in the format of *.ink data file, and prepare the ink data file for this part of freight car. The information stored in *.ink data file mainly includes: yin and yang location sign of each component in each sample, each component's code, the code of the part that the components belong to, the code of structural type that the part belongs to, number of fault regions, serial number of learning sample in the part, coordinates of a component locating point in its learning sample, search radius of component locating point, type of component locating point, key length for component locating and coordinate sequence of component contour points, etc.
Step 4: Select an *.ink data file for a test image according to which part of freight car it shows, and then calculate the yin or yang sampling map of test image using formula 2 or 3 according to the yin and yang location sign of every component in this *.ink data file. Yin and yang sampling maps might be calculated only once for each test image.
Step 5: In the yin or yang sampling map of test image, take the coordinates of component locating point in its learning sample as the search center, search the component locating point in the test image within the search radius of the component locating point according to the type of component locating point and key length for component locating. Only those points that can meet the key length for component locating and correspond to the type of component locating point can be regarded as the potential component locating points in the test image.
Step 6: Load the coordinate sequence of component contour points onto all the potential component locating points of the test image, i.e. map the coordinate sequence of component contour points in the corresponding learning sample into yin or yang sampling map of test image for matching. Suppose N m is the actual number of matching points, N ink is the number of points in the coordinate sequence of component contour points. If this mapping receives the "response" of yin or yang sampling map, which means there are yin or yang sampling points appearing in the mapping region, then these points will be 
Step 7: Rank the order of the match ratios calculated according to all the coordinate sequences of component contour points. The component type with highest match ratio is most likely to be the component type existing in the test image. Then the part's structural type in the test image can be determined according to the code of the part that this component type belongs to and the code of structural type that the part belongs to.
Step 8: Locating of region with potential faults. After the proper classification of structural type in a certain part of freight car, it becomes easier to locate the regions with potential faults according to its structural type. First, these regions are marked in the above learning samples, and information about the type and location of faults is also recorded in the ink data file that contains the information about components in learning samples. After the component in the test image is located, the location of its regions with potential faults can be confirmed as well. Fig. 6 shows the location of regions with potential faults in different part s.
When preparing the ink files, attention should be paid to the following aspects and the accuracy of classification may be effectively improved:
1
. Selecting component types with salient differences；
Based on the visual saliency of human eyes, component types with significant differences should be selected, and the conditions for locating points should be set reasonably, so as to achieve an initial acceptable result of classification and locating.
Selecting typical sample image for each type of component；
When selecting learning samples for drawing component contour, pay attention to the representativeness of these sample images, and use the least sample images to ensure the search ranges of locating points can cover all the possible regions and the initial conditions of locating points can be met by most test images except for special ones.
Appropriately drawing component with auxiliary structural difference
If there are lots of errors appear when classify two groups of structural types , keep the component's contours with significant difference, and draw contours of another component with auxiliary structural difference, so as to improve the accuracy of classification.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we will compare our method with several classical template matching methods, and we will test its performances in classifying and locating, addressing noise interfering, and performing extensible learning. We will use four experiments, including matching comparison, locating test, noise test and extensibility test. Our test environment utilizes an Intel Core i5-2540 2.60GHz CPU ， 4 GB RAM, and VC++2010.
A. Matching Comparison
A total of 744 images with good quality in a component type I of the wheel part as shown in Fig. 3 (a) are selected from a TFDS station. One image is randomly chosen to be the learning sample, as Fig. 7 (a) shows; the chosen image is used to generate an edge map (Fig. 7 (b) ) and a yin DPSM (Fig. 7 (c) ). The triangular region in the middle of the image is regarded as the salient component; it is marked as component type I of a wheel part, which is used to generate a gray template (Fig. 7 (d) ), an edge template ( Fig. 7 (e) ) and a hand-sketch template (Fig. 7  (f) ). All of these three templates are used for matching and locating in the whole range (1400×1024) of the remaining 743 images. All of the best matching areas are cut out as sub-images, to be checked by manual inspection. If there is a whole triangular region, such as is no such triangular region or part of it, then this matching is incorrect. Table I records, for the three templates, the correct rate, the average time cost, the matching rate's mean and variance and the template's size. The gray template matching uses the cvMatchTemplate function in OpenCV, where schemes 1, 2, and 3 correspond to SQDIFF_NORMED, CCOEFF_NORMED, and CCORR_NORMED, respectively. The templatematching methods that are based on the gray correlation are easily affected by illumination changes or occlusions. Edge matching based on distance transformations [12] - [13] can overcome such effects, while it is computationally expensive and its real-time performance is still not satisfactory. In the method that we proposed in this paper, it costs 90 ms on average to generate a yin DPSM of a whole image, and 65 ms for single handsketch template matching. Thus, with half the time of the gray template and 10% of its size, our method not only makes the same matching and positioning result as the gray matching scheme 3 and edge matching do, but also prepares well for subsequent classifications and locating.
B. Test on the Locating of Potential Fault Regions
In this test, the DPSM is applied to locate potential fault regions in wheel-part images from TFDS. 1,150 wheel-part images of the freight car are randomly selected from the total images taken in one day by a test station. These images are used as test samples, including 5 different structural types. Each image is in the original size of 1400×1024. The locating technique based on DPSM is adopted to locate the regions with potential faults in all the wheel images. The accuracy and efficiency of this technique is tested, and the test result is recorded according to the type of the wheel, as shown in TABLE II.
The traditional methods of matching locating by graylevel template or edge template cannot predict the structural types of wheel part, and thereby fail to select the correct template in advance. The locating technique based on DPSM proposed in this paper can simultaneously accomplish such three tasks as detection, locating and classification and reach high efficiency. According to TABLE II., locating accuracy of all five wheel types has reached over 95%, and the average locating accuracy of all the images reaches 97.04%. The average time for one image is equivalent to the time cost by matching with a single gray-level template. Therefore, both classification accuracy and locating efficiency of the technique in this paper can meet the requirements of automatic fault detection of freight cars.
C. Noise Test
After testing millions of TFDS images, it is confirmed that the rapid classification and locating technique based on the DPSM has strong anti-noise capability. In order to analyze the anti-noise capability of image classification and locating method based on DPSM, salt and pepper noise of different signal-to-noise ratios are added to 1150 tested images used in test (a). The classification and locating method based on the DPSM is adopted to classify the images, and experimental results are shown in Table III and Table IV. According to the experimental result, the classification and locating method based on a DPSM has strong resistance to both random noise and salt-pepper noise. It should be noted that, when the signal-to-noise ratio reduces to a certain degree, Weber-Fechner Ratio ξ can be properly increased to reduce the detailed information and further improve the anti-interference capability of detection system.
D. Extensibility Test
With training, anyone who has experience with a computer can master our hand-sketch shape matching method that is based on a DPSM and can apply it to images of different parts from TFDS. If a new type of component occurs, then we must draw a new hand-sketch template for it, which can be accomplished flexibly by inspectors in each of the TFDS stations according to the actual situations of their recent passing freight cars. Our method has been successfully applied to more than 10 table IV show that, for parts with small structural changes and without non-mainstream types of components, the accuracy of this classification method can reach over 99.0%; while for parts with complex structure and large proportions of non-mainstream types of components, the accuracy of this classification method decreases to 90%. In this case, the threshold for some false fault alarms should be appropriately decreased, and manual judgments are needed.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The DPSM reflects the transient process from object region to object edge and provides a platform for storing, representing, searching and detecting object structures. To detect the images in a certain part of TFDS is actually to give an overall description of all the image samples in this part. This description not only includes edge information and regional information, but also includes the relative positions of edges and regions and allows the mutual conversion between edges and regions, which may be caused by position deviation, light changes or covered spots. Nevertheless, as long as the component of freight car exists, the transient process from component region to component edge will exist undoubtedly. This transient process is not reflected by a certain pixel or edge, but distributed in a certain region that is not necessarily continuous. In other words, as long as there is a certain region in the yin sampling map or yang sampling map that can contain the contour of a certain component of the freight car, it can be deduced that the original image probably contains this component. Moreover, whenever the components of freight cars are upgraded, the ink data files can be replaced to update the classification and locating algorithm, so this algorithm can serve as an open and standard tool for TFDS. In fact, compiling ink data files is storing knowledge features, the ink files is corresponding to the storage space of knowledge features of freight car components, and mapping the component data in ink files to sampling maps is searching for knowledge features. All these steps are completed based on yin-yang sampling maps. Yin-yang sampling maps can store the knowledge about the point, line or plane objects.
Edge graphs and threshold graphs cannot properly demonstrate the knowledge features of the point, line or plane objects in complex and changing backgrounds. DPSM can solve this problem to some extent under certain conditions, provide a platform for object detection to effectively extract knowledge features, and search knowledge features at a very fast speed only in a small storage space. In many cases, accompanied by discrete point grouping algorithm and computing geometric algorithms, the yin-yang sampling maps can replace edge maps or threshold maps as a more efficient and robust model for object detection in a large quantity of images. Mr. Zhu is a member ACM and a member of Chinese computer federation (CCF). 
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